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Abstract—Analyzing short texts infers discriminative and coherent latent topics that is a critical and fundamental task since many real-

world applications require semantic understanding of short texts. Traditional long text topic modeling algorithms (e.g., PLSA and LDA)

based on word co-occurrences cannot solve this problem very well since only very limited word co-occurrence information is available

in short texts. Therefore, short text topic modeling has already attracted much attention from the machine learning research community

in recent years, which aims at overcoming the problem of sparseness in short texts. In this survey, we conduct a comprehensive review

of various short text topic modeling techniques proposed in the literature. We present three categories of methods based on Dirichlet

multinomial mixture, global word co-occurrences, and self-aggregation, with example of representative approaches in each category

and analysis of their performance on various tasks. We develop the first comprehensive open-source library, called STTM, for use in

Java that integrates all surveyed algorithms within a unified interface, benchmark datasets, to facilitate the expansion of new methods

in this research field. Finally, we evaluate these state-of-the-art methods on many real-world datasets and compare their performance

against one another and versus long text topic modeling algorithm.

Index Terms—Topic modeling, short text, sparseness, short text topic modeling

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

SHORT texts have become an important information source
including news headlines, status updates, web page snip-

pets, tweets, question/answer pairs, etc. Short text analysis
has been attracting increasing attention in recent years due to
the ubiquity of short text in the real-world [1], [2], [3]. Effective
and efficient models infer the latent topics from short texts,
which can help discover the latent semantic structures that
occur in a collection of documents. Short text topic modeling
algorithms are always applied into many tasks such as topic
detection [4], classification [5], comment summarization [6],
user interest profiling [7].

Traditional topicmodeling algorithms such as probabilistic
latent semantic analysis (PLSA) [8] and latent Dirichlet alloca-
tion (LDA) [9] are widely adopted for discovering latent
semantic structure from text corpus without requiring any
prior annotations or labeling of the documents. In these algo-
rithms, each documentmay be viewed as amixture of various
topics and each topic is characterized by a distribution over all
the words. Statistical techniques (e.g., Variational methods
and Gibbs sampling) are then employed to infer the latent
topic distribution of each document and theword distribution
of each topic using higher-order word co-occurrence patterns

[10]. These algorithms and their variants have had a major
impact on numerous applied fields in modeling text collec-
tions news articles, research papers, and blogs [11], [12], [13].
However, traditional topic models experience large perfor-
mance degradation over short texts due to the lack of word
co-occurrence information in each short text [1], [14]. There-
fore, short text topic modeling has already attracted much
attention from the machine learning research community in
recent years,which aims at overcoming the problemof sparse-
ness in short texts.

Earlier works [15], [16] still used traditional topic models
for short texts, but exploited external knowledge or metadata
to bring in additional useful word co-occurrences across short
texts, and therefore may boost the performance of topic mod-
els. For example, Phan et al. [16] first learned latent topics
from Wikipedia, and then inferred topics from short texts.
Weng et al. [7] and Mehrotra et al. [17] aggregated tweets for
pseudo-document using hashtags and the same user respec-
tively. Wang et al. [18] first constructed different kinds of
hashtag graphs based on hashtags, and proposed a novel
framework of hashtag graph-based topic modeling to learn
topics. The problem lies in that auxiliary information ormeta-
data is not always available or just too costly for deployment.
These studies suggest that topic models specifically designed
for general short texts are imperative. This survey will pro-
vide a taxonomy that captures the existing short text topic
modeling algorithms and their application domains.

News aggregation websites often rely on news headlines
to cluster different source news about the same event. In
Table 1, we show an event about artificial intelligence
reported on March 1, 2018. As presented, all these short
texts were reported about the same event. From these short
texts, we can found these following characteristics:
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1) Each short text lacks enough word co-occurrence
information.

2) Due to a few words in each text, most texts are prob-
ably generated by only one topic (e.g, text 1, text 2,
text 3).

3) Statistical information of words among texts cannot
fully capture words that are semantically related but
rarely co-occur. For example, President Trump of text
1 and White House of text 2 are highly semantically
related, andAI is short for Artificial Intelligence.

4) The single-topic assumption may be too strong for
some short texts. For example, text 3 is probably
associated with a small number of topics (e.g., one to
three topics).

Considering these characteristics, existing short text topic
modeling algorithms were proposed by trying to solve one
or two of these characteristics. According to the adopted
strategies for solving the sparseness problem, we divide the
existing work into the three major categories: the first one is
based on the assumption that each document is inferred
from only one topic; the second one is based on the assump-
tion that two words in one sliding window from one docu-
ment are sampled from the same topic; the third one is
based on the idea that long pseudo-document contains
enough word co-occurrence information, so short texts
should be merged into long pseudo-documents before topic
inference. The following three major categories will be dis-
cussed in detail below.

1) Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture (DMM) Based Methods.
A simple and effective model, Dirichlet Multinomial Mix-
ture model, has been adopted to infer latent topics in
short texts [19], [20]. DMM follows the simple assumption
that each text is sampled from only one latent topic. Con-
sidering the characteristics (1) and (2) in short texts, this
assumption is reasonable and suitable for short texts com-
pared to the complex assumption adopted by LDA that
each text is modeled over a set of topics [21], [22]. Nigam
et al. [23] proposed an EM-based algorithm for Dirichlet
Multinomial Mixture (DMM) model. Except for the basic
expectation maximization (EM), several inference meth-
ods have been used to estimate the parameters including
variation inference and Gibbs sampling. For example, Yu
et al. [24] proposed the DMAFP model based on varia-
tional inference algorithm [25]. Yin et al. [19] proposed a
collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm for DMM. Other var-
iations based on DMM [26], [27], [28] were proposed for
improving the performance. The above models based on
DMM ignore the characteristic (3). Therefore, many mod-
els by incorporating word embeddings into DMM were
proposed [29], [30], because word embeddings learned
from millions of external documents contain semantic

information of words [31]. Not only word co-occurrence
words belong to one topic, but words with high similarity
have a high probability belonging to one topic, which can
effectively solve the data sparsity issue. To highlight the
characteristic (4), a Poisson-based DMM model (PDMM)
was proposed that allows each short text is sampled by a
limited number of topics [32]. Accordingly, Li et al. [32]
proposed a new model by directly extending the PDMM
model using word embeddings.

2) Global Word Co-Occurrences Based Methods. Considering
the characteristic (1), some models try to use the rich global
word co-occurrence patterns for inferring latent topics [14],
[33]. Due to the adequacy of global word co-occurrences, the
sparsity of short texts ismitigated for thesemodels. According
to the utilizing strategies of global word co-occurrences, this
type of models can be divided into two types. 1) The first type
directly uses the global word co-occurrences to infer latent
topics. Biterm topic modeling (BTM) [14] posits that the two
words in a biterm share the same topic drawn from amixture
of topics over the whole corpus. Some models extend the
BitermTopicModeling (BTM) by incorporating the burstiness
of biterms as prior knowledge [22] or distinguishing back-
ground words from topical words [34]. 2) The second type
first constructs word co-occurrence network using global
word co-occurrences and then infers latent topics from this
network, where each word corresponds to one node and the
weight of each edge stands for the empirical co-occurrence
probability of the connected twowords [33], [35].

3) Self-Aggregation Based Methods. Self-aggregation based
methods are proposed to perform topic modeling and text
self-aggregation during topic inference simultaneously. Short
texts are merged into long pseudo-documents before topic
inference that can help improve word co-occurrence informa-
tion. Different from the aforementioned aggregation strategies
[7], [17], this type of method SATM [21] and PTM[36] posit
that each short text is sampled from a long pseudo-document
unobserved in current text collection, and infer latent topics
from long pseudo-documents, without depending on auxil-
iary information or metadata. Considering the characteristic
(3), Qiang et al. [37] and Bicalho et al. [38] merged short texts
into long pseudo-documents usingword embeddings.

1.1 Our Contributions

This survey has the following three-pronged contribution:

1) We propose a taxonomy of algorithms for short text
topicmodeling and explain their differences.Wedefine
three different tasks, i.e., application domains of short
text topic modeling techniques.We illustrate the evolu-
tion of the topic, the challenges it faces, and future pos-
sible research directions.

TABLE 1
An Event About Artificial Intelligence was Reported by Several News Media on March 1, 2018

Number Media Headline

1 Lawfare President Trump’s Executive Order on Artificial Intelligence
2 Nextgov White Houses Race to Maintain AI Dominance Misses Opportunity
3 Forbes Artificial Intelligence Regulation may be Impossible
4 CognitiveWorld Pop Culture, AI and Ethics
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2) To facilitate the expansion of newmethods in this field,
we develop the first comprehensive open-source
JAVA library, called STTM, which not only includes
all short text topic modeling algorithms discussed in
this survey with a uniform easy-to-use programming
interface but also includes a great number of designed
modules for the evaluation and application of short
text topic modeling algorithms. STTM is open-sourced
at https://github.com/qiang2100/STTM.

3) We finally provide a detailed analysis of short text
topic modeling techniques and discuss their perfor-
mance on various applications. For each method, we
analyze their results through a comprehensive com-
parative evaluation of six common datasets.

1.2 Organization of the Survey

The rest of this survey is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the task of short text topic modeling. Section 3 pro-
poses a taxonomy of short text topic modeling algorithms and
describes representative approaches in each category. The list
of applications for which researchers have used the short text
topic modeling algorithms is provided in Section 4. Section 5
presents our Java library for short text topic modeling algo-
rithms. In the next two sections, we describe the experimen-
tal setup (Section 6) and evaluate the discussed models
(Section 7). Finally, we draw our conclusions and discuss
potential future research directions in Section 8.

2 SHORT TEXT TOPIC MODELING

In this section, we formally define the problem of short text
topic modeling.

Given a short text corpus DD of N documents, with a
vocabulary W of size V , and K pre-defined latent topics.
One document d is represented as ðwd;1; wd;2; . . . ; wd;ndÞ in D
including nd words.

A topic f in a given collectionDD is defined as amultinomial
distribution over the vocabulary W , i.e., fpðwjfÞgw2W . The
topic representation of a document d, ud, is defined as a multi-
nomial distribution over K topics, i.e., fpðfkjudÞgk¼1;...;K . The
general task of topic modeling aims to find K salient topics
fk¼1;...;K from DD and to find the topic representation of each
document ud¼1;...;N .

Most classical probabilistic topic models adopt the
Dirichlet prior for both the topics and the topic representa-
tion of documents, which are first used in LDA [9], which is
fk � DirichletðbÞ and ud � DirichletðaÞ. In practice, the
Dirichlet prior smooths the topic mixture in individual
documents and the word distribution of each topic, which
alleviates the overfitting problem of probabilistic latent
semantic analysis (PLSA) [8], especially when the number
of topics and the size of vocabulary increase. Therefore, all
of existing short text topic modeling algorithms adopt
Dirichlet distribution as prior distribution.

Given a short text corpus DD with a vocabulary of size V ,
and the predefined number of topics K, the major tasks of
short text topic modeling can be defined as to:

1) Learn the word representation of topics f;
2) Learn the sparse topic representation of documents

u.

All the notations used in this paper are summarized in
Table 2.

3 ALGORITHMIC APPROACHES: A TAXONOMY

In the past decade, there has been much work to discover
latent topics from short texts using traditional topic modeling
algorithms by incorporating external knowledge or metadata.
More recently, researchers focused on proposing new short
text topic modeling algorithms. In the following, we present
historical context about the research progress in this domain,
then propose a taxonomy of short text topic modeling techni-
ques including: (1) Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture (DMM)
based methods, (2) Global word co-occurrence based meth-
ods, and (3) Self-aggregation basedmethods.

3.1 Short Text Topic Modeling Research Context
and Evolution

Traditional topic modeling algorithms such as probabilistic
latent semantic analysis (PLSA) [8] and latent Dirichlet alloca-
tion (LDA) [9] are widely adopted for discovering latent
semantic structure from text corpus by capturing word co-
occurrence pattern at the document level. Hence, more word
co-occurrences would bring in more reliable and better topic
inference. Due to the lack of word co-occurrence information
in each short text, traditional topicmodels have a large perfor-
mance degradation over short texts. Earlier works focus on
exploiting external knowledge to help enhance the topic infer-
ence of short texts. For example, Phan et al. [16] adopted the
learned latent topics from Wikipedia to help infer the topic
structure of short texts. Similarly, Jin et al. [15] searched auxil-
iary long texts for short texts to infer latent topics of short texts
for clustering. A large regular text corpus of high quality is
required by these models, which bring in big limitation for
thesemodels.

Since 2010, research on topic discovery from short texts
has been shifted to merging short texts into long pseudo-
documents using different aggregation strategies before adopt-
ing traditional topic modeling to infer the latent topics. For
example, Weng et al. [7] merge all tweets of one user into a
pseudo-document before using LDA. Other information

TABLE 2
The Notations of Symbols Used in the Paper

DD;N Documents and number of documents in the corpus
W;V The vocabulary and number of words in the vocabulary
K Number of pre-defined latent topics
l Average length of each document inDD
nk Number of words associated with topic k
mk Number of documents associated with topic k
nw
k Number of word w associated with topic k in d

!
nd Number of words in document d
nw
d Number of word w in document d

nk
d Number of word associated with topic k in document d

nw
k;d Number of word w associated with topic k in document d

P Long pseudo-document set generated by models
f Topic distribution
u Document-topic distribution
z Topic indicator
U Number of dimensions in word embeddings
z Time cost of considering GPU model
& Maximum number of topics allowable in a short text
c Size of sliding window
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includes hashtags, timestamps, and named entities have been
tread as metadata to merging short texts [17], [20], [39]. How-
ever, helpful metadata may not be accessible in any domains,
e.g., news headlines and search snippets. These studies suggest
that topic models specifically designed for general short texts
are crucial. This survey will provide a taxonomy that captures
the existing strategies and these application domains.

3.2 A Taxonomy of Short Text Topic
Modeling Methods

Below we describe the characteristics of each of these cate-
gories and present a summary of some representative meth-
ods for each category (cf. Table 3).

3.3 Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture Based Methods

Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture model (DMM) was first pro-
posed by Nigam et al. [23] based on the assumption that each
document is sampled by only one topic. The assumption is
more fit for short texts than the assumption that each text is
generated bymultiple topics. Therefore,manymodels for short
textswere proposed based on this simple assumption [20], [24],
[26]. Yin et al. [19] proposed a DMM model based on collapse
Gibbs sampling. Zhao et al. [20] proposed aTwitter-LDAmodel
by assuming that one tweet is generated from one topic. Pre-
trained word embeddings learned from a very large text cor-
pus are useful because they encode both syntactic and semantic
information of words into continuous vectors and similar
words are close in vector space. Recently, more work incorpo-
rates word embeddings into DMM [30], [32]. Two words with
high similarity have a high probability to be put into the same
topic, even if they share very limited or no co-occurrences in
the current collection of short texts beingmodeled.

3.3.1 GSDMM

DMM respectively chooses Dirichlet distribution for topic-
word distribution f and document-topic distribution u as
prior distribution with parameter a and b. DMM samples a
topic zd for the document d by Multinomial distribution u,
and then generates all words in the document d from topic
zd by Multinomial distribution fzd

. The graphical model of
DMM is shown in Fig. 1. The generative process for DMM
is described as follows:

1) Sample a topic proportion u � DirichletðaÞ.
2) For each topic k 2 1; . . . ; Kf g:

Draw a topic-word distribution uk � DirichletðbÞ.

3) For each document d 2 DD:
(a) Sample a topic zd � MultinomialðuÞ.
(b) For each word w 2 wd;1; . . . ; wd;nd

� �
:

Sample a word w � Multinomialðfzd
Þ.

Gibbs sampling algorithm for Dirichlet Multinomial Mix-
ture model is denoted as GSDMM, which is based on the
assumption that each text is sampled by a single topic [19].
Here, for better representation of latent topics, we represent
a topic with the topic feature (CF) vector, which essentially
is a big document combined with its documents.

The TF vector of a topic k is defined as a tuple
fnw

k ðw 2 W Þ;mk; nkg, where nw
k is the number of word w in

topic k, mk is the number of documents in topic k, and nk is
the number of words in topic k.

The topic feature (TF) presents important addible and
deletable properties, as described next.

(1) Addible Property. A document d can be efficiently
added to topic k by updating its TF vector as follows:

nw
k ¼ nw

k þ nw
d for each word w in d

mk ¼ mk þ 1 ; nk ¼ nk þ nd:

(2) Deletable Property. A document d can be efficiently
deleted from topic k by updating its TF vector as follows:

nw
k ¼ nw

k � nw
d for each word w in d

mk ¼ mk � 1 ; nk ¼ nk � nd:

The hidden multinomial variable (zd) for document d is
sampled based on collapsed Gibbs sampling, conditioned
on a complete assignment of all other hidden variables.
GSDMM uses the following conditional probability distri-
bution to infer its topic

pðzd ¼ kjZZ:d;DDÞ /
mk;:d þ a

N � 1þKa

Q
w2d
Qnw

d
j¼1ðnw

k;:d þ bþ j� 1ÞQnd
i¼1ðnk;:d þ V bþ i� 1Þ ;

(1)

where ZZ represents all topics of all documents, the subscript
:d means document d is removed from its current topic

TABLE 3
List of Short Text Topic Modeling Approaches

Category Year Published Authors Method Time Complexity of One Iteration

DMM 2014 KDD [19] J. Yin & et al. GSDMM OðKNlÞ
2015 TACL [29] D. Nguyen & et al. LF-DMM OðOð2KNlþKVUÞÞ
2016 SIGIR [30] C. Li & et al. GPU-DMM OðKNlþNlz þKV Þ
2017 TOIS [32] C. Li & et al. GPU-PDMM OðNl

P&�1
i¼1 Ci

K þNlz þKV Þ
Global word co-occurrences 2013 WWW [14] X. Chen & et al. BTM OðKNlcÞ

2016 KAIS [33] Y. Zuo & et al. WNTM OðKNlcðc� 1ÞÞ
Self-aggregation 2015 IJCAI X. Quan & et al. SATM OðNlPKÞ

2016 KDD Y. Zuo & et al. PTM OðNlðP þKÞÞ

Fig. 1. Graphical model of GSDMM.
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feature (TF) vector, which is useful for the update learning
process of GSDMM.

For each document, we first delete it from its current TF
vector with the deletable property. Then, we reassign the
document to a topic according to the probability of the doc-
ument belonging to each of the K topics using Equation (1).
After obtaining the topic of the document, we add it from
its new TF vector with the addible property. Finally, the
posterior distribution of each word belonging to each topic
is calculated as the follows:

fw
k ¼ nw

k þ b

nk þ V b
: (2)

3.3.2 LF-DMM

The graphical model of LF-DMM is shown in Fig. 2. Based
on the assumption that each text is sampled by a single
topic, LF-DMM generates the words by Dirichlet multino-
mial model or latent feature model. Given two latent-feature
vectors t associated with topic k and v associated with word
w, latent feature model generates a word w using softmax
function by the formula

sðw j tkvvT Þ ¼ eðtk�vwÞ

Sw02Weðtk�vw0 Þ ; (3)

where vv is pre-trained word vectors of all words W , and vw

is the word vector of word w.
For each word w of document d, a binary indicator vari-

able Sd;w is sampled from a Bernoulli distribution to deter-
mine whether Dirichlet multinomial model or latent feature
model will be used to generate w. The generative process is
described as follows:

1) Sample a topic proportion u � DirichletðaÞ.
2) For each topic k 2 1; . . . ; Kf g:

(a) Draw a topic-word distribution uk � DirichletðbÞ.
3) For each document d 2 DD:

(a) Sample a topic zd � MultinomialðuÞ.
(b) For each word w 2 wd;1; . . . ; wd;nd

� �
:

(i) Sample a binary indicator variable Sd;w 2
Bernoullið�Þ

(ii) Sample a word w � ð1� swÞMultinomial
ðfzd

Þþ swðsðtzdvvT ÞÞ.
Here, the hyper-parameter � is the probability of a word

being generated by latent feature model, and Sd;w indicates
whether Dirichlet multinomial model or latent feature
model is applied to word w of document d. The topic feature
(TF) in LF-DMM is similar with GSDMM, so we do not pres-
ent the addible and deletable properties for LF-DMM.

Based on collapsed Gibbs sampling, LF-DMM uses the fol-
lowing conditional probability distribution to infer the topic

of the document d

pðzd ¼ kjZZ:d;DD; t;vvÞ / ðmk;:d þ aÞY
w2d

ðð1� �Þ nw
k;:d þ b

nk;:d þ V b
þ �sðwjtkvvT ÞÞnwd ; (4)

where nw
d is the number of word w in document d.

The binary indicator variable Sd;w for word w in docu-
ment d conditional on zd ¼ k is inferred using the following
distribution:

pðSd;w ¼ sjzd ¼ kÞ / ð1� �Þ n
wi
k;:dþb

nk;:dþV b
for s ¼ 0;

�sðwijtkvvT Þ for s ¼ 1:

(
(5)

where the subscript :d means document d is removed from
its current topic feature (TF) vector.

After each iteration, LF-DMM estimates the topic vectors
using the following optimization function:

Lk ¼ �
X
w2W

Fw
k tk � vw � log

X
w02W

etk�vw0

 ! !
þ mjjtkjj22;

(6)

where Fw
k is the number of times word w generated from

topic k by latent feature model. LF-DMM adopted L-BFGS1

[41] to find the topic vector tk that minimizes Lk.

3.3.3 GPU-DMM

Based on DMMmodel, GPU-DMM [30] promotes the seman-
tically related words under the same topic during the sam-
pling process by the generalized P�olya urn (GPU) model [42].
When a ball of a particular color is sampled, a certain number
of balls of similar colors are put back along with the original
ball and a new ball of that color. In this case, sampling a word
w in topic k not only increases the probability ofw itself under
topic k, but also increases the probability of the semantically
similar words ofwordw under topic k.

Given pre-trainedword embeddings, the semantic similar-
ity between two words wi and wj is denoted by cosðwi;wjÞ
that are measured by cosine similarity. For all word pairs in
vocabulary, if the semantic similarity score is higher that a
predefined threshold �, theword pair is saved into amatricM,
i.e., M ¼ fðwi;wjÞjcosðwi;wjÞ > �g. Then, the promotion
matrixAwith respect to eachword pair is defined below:

Awi;wj
¼

1 wi ¼ wj

m wj 2 Mwi
and wj 6¼ wi

0 otherwisex

8<: ; (7)

where Mwi
is the row in M corresponding to word wi and m

is the pre-defined promotion weight.
GPU-DMM and DMM share the same generative process

and graphical representation but differ in the topic infer-
ence process that they use. Different from DMM and LF-
DMM, GPU-DMM first samples a topic for a document, and
then only reinforces only the semantically similar words if
and only if a word has strong ties with the sampled topic.
Therefore, a nonparametric probabilistic sampling process

Fig. 2. Graphical model of LF-DMM.

1. LF-DMM used the implementation of the Mallet toolkit [40]
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for word w in document d is as follows:

Sd;w � Bernoullið�w;zdÞ (8)

�w;zd ¼
pðzjwÞ

pmaxðz0jwÞ (9)

pmaxðz0jwÞ ¼ maxkpðz ¼ kjwÞ

pðz ¼ kjwÞ ¼ pðz ¼ kÞpðwjz ¼ kÞPK
i¼1 pðz ¼ iÞpðwjz ¼ iÞ ; (10)

where Sd;w indicates whether GPU is applied to word w of
document d given topic zd. We can see that GPU model is
more likely to be applied to w if word w is highly relate to
topic zd.

The Topic feature vector of a topic k in GPU-DMM is
defined as a tuple fenw

k ðw 2 WÞ;mk; enkg.
TF makes the same changes with GSDMM when no GPU

is applied, namely Sd;w ¼ 0. Under Sd;w ¼ 1, the addible and
deletable properties of topic feature (TF) in GPU-DMM are
described below.

1) Addible Property. A document d will be added into
topic k by updating its TF vector as follows:

enk ¼ enk þ n
wi
d �Awi;wj

for each word wj 2 Mwienwj

k ¼ enwj

k þ nw
d � Awi;wj

for each word wj 2 Mwi

mk ¼ mk þ 1:

2) Deletable Property. A document d will be deleted from
topic k by updating its TF vector as follows:

enk ¼ enk � n
wi
d �Awi;wj

for each word wj 2 Mwienwj

k ¼ enwj

k � nw
d � Awi;wj

for each word wj 2 Mwi

mk ¼ mk � 1:

Accordingly, based onGibbs sampling, the conditional dis-
tribution to infer the topic for each document in Equation (1)
is rewritten as follows:

pðzd ¼ kjZZ:d;DDÞ / mk;:d þ a

N � 1þKa
�Q

w2d
Qnw

d
j¼1ðenw

k;:d þ bþ j� 1ÞQnd
i¼1ðenk;:d þ V bþ i� 1Þ :

(11)

During each iteration, GPU-PDMM first delete it from its
current TF vector with the deletable property. After obtaining
the topic of the document, GPU-DMM first updates Sd;w for
GPU using Equation (8), and then updates TF vector for each
word using the addible property. Finally, the posterior distri-
bution in Equation (2) for GPU-DMM is rewritten as follows:

fw
k ¼ enw

k þ benk þ V b
: (12)

3.3.4 GPU-PDMM

Considering the single-topic assumption may be too strong
for some short text corpus, Li et al. [32] first proposed Pois-
son-based Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture model (PDMM)

that allows each document can be generated by one or more
(but not too many) topics. Then PDMM can be extended as
GPU-PDMM model by incorporating generalized P�olya urn
(GPU) model during the sampling process.

In GPU-PDMM, each document is generated by td (0 <
td � &) topics, where & is the maximum number of topics
allowable in a document. GPU-PDMM uses Poisson distribu-
tion to model td. The graphical model of GPU-PDMM is
shown in Fig. 3. The generative process of GPU-PDMM is
described as follows.

1) Sample a topic proportion u � DirichletðaÞ.
2) For each topic k 2 1; . . . ; Kf g:

(a) Draw a topic-word distribution uk � DirichletðbÞ.
3) For each document d 2 DD:

(a) Sample a topic number td � Poissonð�Þ.
(b) Sample td distinct topics Zd � MultinomialðuÞ.
(c) For each word w 2 wd;1; . . . ; wd;nd

� �
:

(i) Uniformly sample a topic zd;w � Zd.
(ii) Sample a word w � Multinomialðfzd;w

Þ.
Here td is sampled using Poisson distribution with

parameter �, and Zd is the topic set for document d.
The topic feature (TF) vector of a topic k in GPU-PDMM

is defined as a tuple enk; enw
k ðw 2 W Þ; ck; dk; nk;d; n

w
k;dg, where

ck is the number of words associated with topic k and dk
represents the word set in topic k.

The addible and deletable properties of topic feature (TF)
in GPU-PDMM are described below. The enk and enw

k of TF in
GPU-PDMM makes the same changes with GPU-DMM.
Here, we only describe other variables in TF.

(1) Addible Property. Suppose that word w in document d
will be added to topic k, TF feature is updates as follows:

ck ¼ ck þ 1 ; dk ¼ dk þ w

nk;d ¼ nk;d þ 1 ; nw
k;d ¼ nw

k;d þ 1:

(2) Deletable Property. Suppose that word dwill be deleted
from topic k. TF feature is updated as follows:

ck ¼ ck � 1 ; dk ¼ dk � w

nk;d ¼ nk;d � 1 ; nw
k;d ¼ nw

k;d � 1:

The Gibbs sampling process of GPU-PDMM is similar to
GPU-DMM, it updates the topic for word w in document d
using the following equation:

pðzd;w ¼ kjz:ðd;wÞ;Zd;DDÞ / 1

td
�

enw
k;:ðd;wÞ þ bPV

w enw
k;:ðd;wÞ þ V b

: (13)

Conditioned on all zd;w in document d, GPU-PDMM sam-
ples each possible Zd as follows:

Fig. 3. Graphical model of GPU-PDMM.
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pðZdjZZ:d;DDÞ / �td

t
nd
d

�
Q

k2Zd
ðck;:d þ aÞQtd�1

i¼0 ðPK
k ck;:d þKa� iÞ

�
Y
k2Zd

Q
w2dk

Qnw
k;d

i¼0 ðenk;:d þ nw
k;dÞ � iþ bQnk;d�1

i¼0 ðPV
w enw

k;:d þ nk;d � iþ V bÞ
:

(14)

During each iteration, for each document d, GPU-PDMM
first updates TF vector using Deletable Property and the topic
for each word w in d using Equation (13). Then GPU-PDMM
samples each possible Zd using Equation (14). Finally, GPU-
PDMM sets all the values of zd;w based on the updates Zd,
updates Sd;w for GPU using Equation (8), and then updates TF
vector for eachword using the addible property.

Here, due to the computational costs involved in sampling
Zd, GPU-PDMM only samples the more relevant topics for
each document. Specifically, GPU-PDMM infers the topic
probability pðzjdÞ of each document d using the follows:

pðz ¼ kjdÞ /
X
w2d

pðz ¼ kjwÞpðwjdÞ;

where pðwjdÞ ¼ nw
d

nd
. GPU-PDMM only chooses the top M

topics for document d based on the probability pðzjdÞ to gen-
erate Zd, where & < M � K. The topic-word distribution
can be calculated by Equation (12).

3.4 Global Word Co-Occurrences Based Methods

The closer the two words, the more relevance the two
words. Utilizing this idea, global word co-occurrences
based methods learn the latent topics from the global word
co-occurrences obtained from the original corpus. This type
of methods needs to set sliding window for extracting word
co-occurrences. In general, if the average length of each doc-
ument is larger than 10, they use sliding window and set the
size of the sliding window as 10, else they can directly take
each document as a sliding window.

3.4.1 BTM

BTM [14] learns topics over short texts by directly modeling
the generation of biterms in the corpus DD, where a biterm is
an unordered word-pair co-occurring in a short context
(e.g., a small, fixed-size window over a term sequence
within a document). Suppose that the corpus DD contains nb

biterms B ¼ fbignBi¼1, where bi ¼ ðwi;1; wi;2Þ. BTM infers
topics over the biterms B. The generative process of BTM is
described as follows, and its graphical model is shown in
Fig. 4.

(1) Draw u � Dirichlet(a).
(2) For each topic k 2 ½1; K�

(a) draw fk � Dirichlet(b).
(3) For each biterm bi 2 B

(a) draw zi �Multinomial(u),
(b) draw wi;1; wi;2 �Multinomial(fzi

).
The TF vector of a topic k in BTM is defined as a tuple

fnkðw 2 WÞ; nkg. The addible and deletable properties of
topic feature (TF) in BTM are described below.

(1) Addible Property. A biterm bi can be efficiently added
to topic k by updating its TF vector as follows:

n
wi;1
k ¼ n

wi;1
k þ 1 ; n

wi;2
k ¼ n

wi;2
k þ 1 ; nk ¼ nk þ 1:

(2) Deletable Property. A biterm bi can be efficiently
deleted from topic k by unpdating its TF vector as follows:

n
wi;1

k ¼ n
wi;1

k � 1 ; n
wi;2

k ¼ n
wi;2

k � 1 ; nk ¼ nk � 1:

Using the technique of collapsed Gibbs sampling, BTM
samples the topic zi of biterm bi using the following condi-
tional distribution:

pðzi ¼ kjZZ:i;BÞ / ðnk;�i þ aÞ�
ðnwi;1

k;:i þ bÞðnwi;2
k;:i þ bÞ

ðnk;:i þ V bþ 1Þðnk;:i þ V bÞ ;
(15)

where ZZ:i denotes the topics for all biterms except the cur-
rent biterm bi, and nk is the number of biterms assigned to
topic k.

For each biterm, we first delete it from its current TF vec-
tor with the deletable property. Then, we reassign the biterm
to a topic using Equation (4). Accordingly, we update the
new TF vector with the addible property. After finishing the
iterations, BTM estimates f and u as follows:

fw
k ¼ nw

k þ b

nk þ V b
; (16)

ukd ¼
Xnbd
i¼1

pðzi ¼ kÞ; (17)

where ukd is the probability of topic k in document d, and nb
d

is the number of biterms in document d.

3.4.2 WNTM

WNTM [33] uses global word co-occurrence to construct
word co-occurrence network, and learns the distribution
over topics for each word from word co-occurrence network
using LDA. WNTM first set the size of a sliding window,
and the window is moving word by word. Suppose win-
dow size is set as 10 in the original paper, if one document
has 15 words, it will have 16 windows in this document. As
WNTM scanning word by word in one window, two dis-
tinct words in the window are regarded as co-occurrence.
WNTM construct undirected word co-occurrence network,
where each node of the word co-occurrence network repre-
sents one word and the weight of each edge is the number
of co-occurrence of the two connected words. We can see
that the number of nodes is the number of vocabulary V .

Then, WNTM generates one pseudo-document l for each
vertex v which is consisted of the adjacent vertices of this

Fig. 4. Graphical model of BTM.
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vertex in word network. The occur times of this adjacent
vertex in l is determined by the weight of the edge. The
number of words in l is the degree of the vertex v and the
number of pseudo-documents P is the number of vertices.

After obtaining pseudo-documents P , WNTM adopts
LDA to learn latent topics from pseudo-documents. There-
fore, the topic feature (TF) in LF-DMM is same with LDA.
For each word w in l, WNTM infers its topic using the fol-
lowing conditional distribution:

pðzl;w ¼ k jZZ:ðl;wÞ; P;a;bÞ / ðnk
l;:ðl;wÞ þ aÞ

nw
k;:ðl;wÞ þ b

nk;:ðl;wÞ þ V b
;

(18)

where nk
l is the number of topic k belonging to pseudo-doc-

ument l, and :ðl; wÞ means word w is removed from its
pseudo-document l.

Because each pseudo-document is each word’s adjacent
word-list, the document-topic distribution learned from
pseudo-document is the topic-word distribution in WNTM.
Suppose pseudo-document l is generated from word w, the
topic-word distribution of w is calculated using the follow-
ing Equation:

fw
k ¼ nk

l þ a

nl þKa
; (19)

where nl is the number of words in l.
Given topic-word distribution, the document-word dis-

tribution ud can be calculated as

ukd ¼
Xnd
i¼1

f
wd;i

k pðwd;ijdÞ

pðwd;ijdÞ ¼ n
wd;i

d

nd
;

where n
wd;i

d is the number of word wd;i in document d.

3.5 Self-Aggregation Based Methods

Self-aggregation based methods alleviate the problem of
sparseness by merging short texts into long pseudo-
documents P before inferring the latent topics [15], [17], [37].
The previous self-aggregation based methods first merged
short texts, and then applied topic models. Recently, SATM
and PTM simultaneously integrate clustering and topic
modeling in one iteration. In general, the number of pseudo-
documents jP j is significantly less than the number of short
texts, namely jP j 	 N .

3.5.1 SATM

Self-aggregation based topic modeling (SATM) [21] supposes
that each short text is sampled from an unobserved long
pseudo-document, and infers latent topics from pseudo-
documents using standard topicmodeling. TheGibbs sampling
process in SATMcan be described in two indispensable steps.

The first step calculates the probability of the occurrence
of a pseudo-document l in P conditioned on short docu-
ment d in short corpus, which is estimated using the mix-
ture of unigrams model [23],

w�d,i

pðljdÞ ¼
pðlÞQV

i¼1ð
n
wd;i

l
nl

Þn
wd;i

dPjP j
m¼1 pðmÞQV

i¼1ðn
wd;i
m
nm

Þn
wd;i

d

; (20)

where pðlÞ ¼ nl
N represents the probability of pseudo-document

pl, n
wd;i

l is the number of wordwd;i in pseudo-document pl, and
nl is the number ofwords in pl.

The second step estimates draws a pair of pseudo-docu-
ment label ld;w and topic label zd;w jointly for word w in doc-
ument d, which is similar with standard topic modeling
(author-topic modeling) [43].

The addible and deletable properties of pseudo-docu-
ment and topic feature (PTF) in SATM are described below.

(1) Addible Property. A word w can be efficiently added
into pseudo-document l and topic k by updating its TPF
vector as follows:

nw
l ¼ nw

l þ 1 ; nk
l ¼ nk

l þ 1 ; nl ¼ nl þ 1

nw
k ¼ nw

k þ 1 ; nk ¼ nk þ 1:

(2) Deletable Property. A word w can be efficiently deleted
from pseudo-document l and topic k by updating its PTF
vector as follows:

nw
l ¼ nw

l � 1 ; nk
l ¼ nk

l � 1 ; nl ¼ nl � 1

nw
k ¼ nw

k � 1 ; nk ¼ nk � 1:

The pair of pseudo-document label ld;w and topic label
zd;w jointly for word w in document d can be calculated by

pðld;w ¼ l;zd;w ¼ kjZ:ðd;wÞ; P:ðd;wÞÞ /

pðljdÞ �
nk
l;:ðd;wÞ þ a

nl;:ðd;wÞ þKa
�
nw
k;:ðd;wÞ þ b

nk;:ðd;wÞ þ V b
;

(21)

where nk
l is the number of words in pseudo-document l

belonging to topic k.
After finishing the iterations, SATM estimates f and u as

follows:

fw
k ¼ nw

k þ b

nk þ V b
; (22)

ukd ¼
Ynd
i¼1

f
wd;i

k : (23)

3.5.2 PTM

The pseudo-document-based topic modeling (PTM) [36]
supposes that each short text is sampled from one long
pseudo-document pl, and then infers the latent topics from
long pseudo-documents P . A multinomial distribution ’ is
used to model the distribution of short texts over pseudo-
documents. The graphical model of PTM is shown in Fig. 5.
The generative process of PTM is described as follows,

(1) Sample ’ � Dirð�Þ
(2) For each topic k 2 ½1; K�
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(a) draw fk � Dirichlet(b).
(3) For each pseudo-document l

(a) sample ul � DirðaÞ
(4) For each document d 2 DD:

(a) Sample a pseudo-document l � Multinomialð’Þ.
(b) For each word w 2 wd;1; . . . ; wd;nd

� �
in d:

(i) Sample a topic z � MultinomialðulÞ.
(ii) Sample a word w � MultinomialðfzÞ.

The addible and deletable properties of pseudo-document
and topic feature (PTF) in PTMare described below.

(1) Addible Property. A document d can be efficiently
added into pseudo-document l by updating its PTF vector
as follows:

nk
l ¼ nk

l þ 1 for zd;w ¼ k in d

ml ¼ ml þ 1 ; nl ¼ nl þ nd:

(2) Deletable Property. A document d can be efficiently
deleted from pseudo-document l by updating its PF vector
as follows:

nk
l ¼ nk

l � 1 for zd;w ¼ k in d

ml ¼ ml � 1 ; nl ¼ nl � nd:

Integrating out u;f and ’, the pseudo-document assign-
ment l for short text d based on collapsed Gibbs sampling
can be estimated as follows:

pðld ¼ ljP:d
�!

; DDÞ /

ml;:d
N � 1þ �jP j

Q
k2d
Qnk

d
j¼1ðnk

l;:d þ aþ j� 1ÞQnd
i¼1ðnl;:d þKaþ i� 1Þ ;

(24)

where ml is the number of short texts associated with
pseudo-document l, nk

l is the number of words associated
with topic k in pseudo-document l.

After obtaining the pseudo-document for each short text,
PTM samples the topic assignment for each word w in docu-
ment d. That is

pðzd;w ¼ kjZ:ðd;wÞ; DDÞ / ðnk
l þ aÞ nw

k þ b

nk þ V b
; (25)

where nk
l is the number of words associated with topic k in

pseudo-document l.
The document-word distribution ud can be calculated as

ukd ¼
nk
d þ a

nd þKa
: (26)

4 APPLICATIONS

With the emerging of social media, topic models have been
used for socialmedia content analysis, such as content charac-
terizing and recommendation [20], [44], text classification
[45], [46], event tracking [47], [48], [49], community discovery
[50].However, although the corpus is composed of short texts,
some previous work directly applied traditional topic models
for topic discovery, since no specific short text topic models
were proposed at that time. Therefore, it brings a new chance
for short text topic modeling to improve the performance of
these tasks.

4.1 Content Characterizing and Recommendation

Microblogging sites are used as publishing platforms to create
and consume content from sets of users with overlapping and
disparate interests, which results in many contents are useless
for users. These work [20], [44] have been devoted to content
analysis of Twitter. Ramage et al. [44] used topic models to dis-
cover latent topics from the tweets that can be roughly catego-
rized into four types: substance topics about events and ideas,
social topics recognizing language used toward a social end,
status topics denoting personal updates, and style topics that
embody broader trends in language usage. Next, they charac-
terize selected Twitter users along these learned dimensions
for providing interpretable summaries or characterizations of
users tweet streams. Zhao et al. [20] performed content analysis
on tweets using topic modeling to discover the difference
between Twitter and traditionalmedium.

Content analysis is crucial for content recommendation for
microblogging users [51], [52]. Phelan et al. [53] identified
emerging topics of interest from Twitter information using
topic modeling, and recommended news bymatching emerg-
ing topics and recent news coverage in an RSS feed. Chen et al.
[54] also studied content recommendation based on Twitter
for better capture users’ attention by exploring three separate
dimensions in designing such a recommender: content sour-
ces, topic interest models for users, and social voting. Yin et al.
[55] focused on the problem of dynamic user behavior model-
ing in social media systems and its applications in temporal
recommendations. They proposed a temporal context-aware
mixture model (TCAM) that explicitly introduces two types
of latent topics (intrinsic interest and the temporal context) to
model user interests and temporal context, respectively.

4.2 Text Classification

Topicmodels for text classification aremainly from the follow-
ing two aspects. The first one is topics discovered from exter-
nal large-scale data corpora are added into short text
documents as external features. For example, Phan et al. [16]
built a classifier on both a set of labeled training data and a set
of latent topics discovered from a large-scale data collection.
Chen et al. [56] integratedmulti-granularity hidden topics dis-
covered from short texts and produceddiscriminative features
for short text classification. Vo et al. [57] explored more exter-
nal large-scale data collections which contain not onlyWikipe-
dia but also LNCS andDBLP for discovering latent topics.

The other one is that topic models are used to obtain a low
dimensional representation of each text, and then classify text
using classification methods [45], [46]. Compared with tradi-
tional statistical methods, the representation using topic

Fig. 5. Graphical model of PTM.
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models can get a compact, dense and lower dimensional vec-
tor inwhich each dimension of the vector usually represents a
specific semantic meaning (e.g., a topic) [23]. Dai et al. [45]
used the topic information from training data to extend repre-
sentation for short text. Recent topic modeling methods on
text representation have explicitly evaluated their models on
this task. They showed that a low dimensional representation
for each text suffices to capture the semantic information.

4.3 Event Tracking

Nowadays, a large volume of text data is generated from the
social communities, such as blogs, tweets, and comments.
The important task of event tracking is to observe and track
the popular events or topics that evolve over time [47], [48],
[49]. Lin et al. [47] proposed a novel topic modeling that mod-
els the popularity of events over time, taking into consider-
ation the burstiness of user interest, information diffusion in
the network structure, and the evolution of latent topics. Lau
et al. [58] designed a novel topic modeling for event detecting,
whose model has an in-built update mechanism based on
time slices by implementing a dynamic vocabulary.

For a better tracking topic or event, spatial information is
incorporated to infer the latent topics. Yin et al. [59] pro-
posed a novel solution to detect both stable and temporal
topics simultaneously from social media data by exploiting
prior spatial information in a social network.

5 A JAVA LIBRARY FOR SHORT TEXT TOPIC

MODELING

We released an open-source Java library, Short Text Topic
Modeling (STTM),2 which is the first comprehensive open-

source library, which not only includes the state-of-the-art
algorithmswith a uniform easy-to-use programming interface
but also includes a great number of designed modules for the
evaluation and application of short text topic modeling algo-
rithms. The design of STTM follows three basic principles. (1)
Preferring integration of existing algorithms rather than imple-
menting them. If the original implementations are open, we
always attempt to integrate the original codes rather than
implement them. Thework thatwe havedone is to consolidate
the input/output file formats and package these different
approaches into some newly designed java classes with a uni-
form easy-to-use member functions. (2) Including traditional
topic modeling algorithms for long texts. The classical topic
modeling algorithm (LDA [9] and its variation LF-LDA [29])
are integrated, which is easy for users to the comparison of
long text topic modeling algorithms and short text topic
modeling algorithms. (3) Extendibility. Because short text
topic modeling is an emerging research field, many topics
have not been studied yet. For incorporating future work eas-
ily, we try to make the class structures as extendable as possi-
blewhen designing the coremodules of STTM.

Fig. 6 shows the hierarchical architecture of STTM. STTM
supports the entire knowledge discovery procedure includ-
ing analysis, inference, evaluation, application for classifica-
tion and clustering. In the data layer, STTM is able to read a
text file, in which each line represents one document. Here,
a document is a sequence of words/tokens separated by
whitespace characters. If we need to evaluate the algorithm,
we also need to read a gold file, in which each line is the
class label of one document. STTM provides implementa-
tions of DMM [19], LF-DMM [29], GPU-DMM [30], GPU-
PDMM [32], BTM [14], WNTM [33], SATM [21], and PTM
[36]. For each model, we not only provide how to train a
model on existing corpus but also give how to infer topics

Fig. 6. The architecture of STTM.

2. https://github.com/qiang2100/STTM
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on a new/unseen corpus using a pre-trained topic model. In
addition, STTM presents three aspects of how to evaluate
the performance of the algorithms (i.e., topic coherence,
clustering, and classification). For topic coherence, we use
the point-wise mutual information (PMI) to measure the
coherence of topics [36]. Short text topic modeling algo-
rithms are widely used for clustering and classification. In
the clustering module, STTM provides two measures (NMI
and Purity) [22]. Based on the latent semantic representa-
tions learned by short text topic modeling, accuracy metric
is chosen in classifications [14].

6 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we specify the parameter setting of the intro-
duced short text topic models, dataset and evaluation metrics
we used. All of these are implemented in our library STTM.
The experiments were performed on a Ubuntu 18.04(bionic)
system with 6 cores, Intel Xeon E5645 CPU and 12288 KB
cache.

For all models in comparison, we used the recommended
setting by the authors and set the number of iterations as
2,000 unless explicitly specified elsewhere. The word
embeddings of LF-DMM, GPU-DMM, and GPU-PDMM are
trained by Glove [60]. In this paper, we used the pre-trained
word embeddings “glove.6B.200d.txt”, where the dimen-
sion of the vector is 200.

6.1 Parameter Setting

LDA. LDA is the most popular and classic topic modeling.
We choose it as a baseline to the comparison. The hyper-
parameters of LDA are set as a ¼ 0:05 and b ¼ 0:01 that are
proved in the paper (BTM). The authors tuned parameters
via grid search on the smallest collection to get the best
performance.

GSDMM. We set k ¼ 300, a ¼ 0:1 and b ¼ 0:1 declared in
the paper(GSDMM).

LF-DMM. We set � ¼ 0:6, a ¼ 0:1 and b ¼ 0:01 shown in
their paper. We set the iterations for baseline models as
1,500 and ran the further iterations 500 times.

GPU-DMM. We use the hyper-parameter settings pro-
vided by the authors, a ¼ 50=k, b ¼ 0:01. The number of
iterations is 1,000 in the paper.

GPU-PDMM. All the settings are same as the model
GPU-DMM. We set � ¼ 1:5, & ¼ 1:5, and M=10 declared in
the original paper.

BTM. The parameters a ¼ 50=K and b ¼ 0:01 are used,
the model gets optimal performance. Each document is
treated as one window.

WNTM. We set a ¼ 0:1 and b ¼ 0:1 used in the original
paper. The window size is set as 10 words.

SATM. We set the number of pseudo-numbers as 300,
and the hyper-parameters a ¼ 50=k, b ¼ 0:1. The number of
iterations is set as 1,000.

PTM. The hyper-parameters are a ¼ 0:1 and b ¼ 0:01. We
also set the number of pseudo-document as 1,000.

6.2 Datasets

To show the effects and differences of the above nine mod-
els, we select the following six datasets to verify the models.
After preprocessing these datasets, we present the key

information of the datasets that are summarized in Table 4,
where K corresponds to the number of topics per dataset,
N represents the number of documents in each dataset, Len
shows the average length and maximum length of each doc-
ument, and V indicates the size of the vocabulary.

SearchSnippets. Given the predefined phrases of 8 different
domains, this dataset was chosen from the results of web
search transaction. The 8 domains are Business, Computers,
Culture-Arts, Education-Science, Engineering, Health, Politics-
Society, and Sports, respectively.

StackOverflow. The dataset is released on Kaggle.com.
The raw dataset contains 3,370,528 samples from July 31st,
2012 to August 14, 2012. Here, the dataset randomly selects
20,000 question titles from 20 different tags.

Biomedicine. Biomedicine makes use of the challenge data
delivered on BioASQ’s official website.

Tweet. In the 2011 and 2012 microblog tracks at Text
REtrieval Conference (TREC), there are 109 queries for using.
After removing the queries with none highly-relevant tweets,
Tweet dataset includes 89 clusters and totally 2,472 tweets.

GoogleNews. In the Google news site, the news articles are
divided into clusters automatically. GoolgeNews dataset is
downloaded from Google news site on November 27, 2013,
and crawled the titles and snippets of 11,109 news articles
belonging to 152 clusters.

PascalFlickr. PascalFlickr dataset are a set of captions [61],
which is used as evaluation for short text clustering [62].

6.3 Evaluation Metrics

It is still an open problem about how to evaluate short text
topic models. A lot of metrics have been proposed for mea-
suring the coherence of topics in texts [63], [64]. Although
some metrics tend to be reasonable for long texts, they can
be problematic for short texts [21]. Most conventional met-
rics (e.g., perplexity) try to estimate the likelihood of held-
out testing data based on parameters inferred from training
data. However, this likelihood is not necessarily a good
indicator of the quality of the extracted topics [65]. To pro-
vide a good evaluation, we evaluate all models from many
aspects using different metrics,

Classification Evaluation. Each document can bed repre-
sented using document-topic distribution pðzjdÞ. Therefore,
we can evaluate the performance of topic modeling using text
classification.Here,we choose accuracy as ametric for classifi-
cation. Higher accuracy means the learned topics are more
discriminative and representative.Weuse a linear kernel Sup-
port VectorMachine (SVM) classifier in LIBLINEAR3with the

TABLE 4
The Basic Information of the Corpus

DatasetDataset KK NN LenLen VV

SearchSnippets 8 12,295 14.4/37 5,547
StackOverflow 20 16,407 5.03/17 2,638
Biomedicine 20 19,448 7.44/28 4498
Tweet 89 2,472 8.55/20 5,096
GoogleNews 152 11,109 6.23/14 8,110
PascalFlickr 20 4,834 5.37/19 3,431

3. https://liblinear.bwaldvogel.de/
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default parameter settings. The accuracy of classification is
computed through fivefold cross-validation on all datasets.

Cluster Evaluation (Purity and NMI). By choosing the max-
imum of topic probability for each document, we can get
the cluster label for each text. Then, we can compare the
cluster label and the golden label using metric Purity and
NMI [19], [25].

Topic Coherence. Computing topic coherence, additional
dataset (Wikipedia) as a single meta-document is needed to
scoreword pairs using term co-occurrence in the paper (Auto-
matic Evaluation of Topic Coherence). Here, we calculate the
point-wise mutual information (PMI) of each word pair, esti-
mated from the entire corpus of over one million English
Wikipedia articles [32]. Using a sliding window of 10 words
to identify co-occurrence, we computed the PMI of all a given
word pair. The Wikipedia corpus can be downloaded here.4

Then, we can transfer the dataset from HTML to text using
the code in the STTM package. Finally, due to the large size,
we only choose 1,000,000 sentences from it.

7 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the nine models. We run each model 20 times on
each dataset and report themean and standard deviation.

7.1 Classification Accuracy

Classification accuracy is used to evaluate document-topic
distribution.We represent each document with its document-
topic distribution and employ text classification method to
assess. For DMM based methods, we use pðzd ¼ kÞ to

represent each document. For other models, we adopt the
giving equation ukd.

The classification accuracy on six datasets using nine mod-
els is shown in Fig. 7. We observe that although the perfor-
mance of methods is dataset dependent, DMM based
methods which utilize word embeddings outperform others,
especially on Tweet and GoogleNews datasets. This is
because GoogleNews and Tweet are general (not domain-
specific) datasets and word embeddings used in this paper
are trained in general datasets. If we try to use these mo-
dels (LF-DMM, GPU-DMM, and GPU-PDMM) on domain-
specific datasets, we can further improve the performance by
pre-trained word embeddings on domain-specific datasets.
These observations validate that incorporating general word
semantic relations is beneficial for short text topic modeling.
But, different strategies about incorporating word embed-
dings will lead to different results. We observe that both LF-
DMM and GPU-DMM have poor results on both datasets
(Biomedicine and StackOverflow) even though they also
exploit word embeddings. A simple switch mechanism with
an indication variable used in LF-DMM may not optimally
balance the two components. As to LFDMM, one possible
reason for its modest performance is that harnessing the
semantic relatedness via a two-component mixture may need
a more complex mechanism. As to GPU-DMM, it can obtain
80 percent accuracy with a ¼ 0:1 and b ¼ 0:1 on StackOver-
flow, which means that GPU-DMM is sensitive to the hyper-
parameters. This illustrates that the GPU mechanism is an
appropriate strategy to exploit word semantic relations
offered byword embeddings.

We also observe that self-aggregation based methods are
unable to achieve high accuracy, especially the SATMmethod.
The performance of self-aggregation basedmethods is affected

Fig. 7. Average classification accuracy of all models on six datasets.

4. https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/
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by generating long pseudo-documents. Without any auxiliary
information or metadata, the error of this step of generating
pseudo-documentswill be amplified in the next step.

In conclusion, these models based on the simple assump-
tion (BTM and GSDMM) always outperform than LDA in
all datasets, which indicate that two words or all words in
one document are very likely to from one topic. Here we
can see that the performance of other models (LF-DMM,
GPU-DMM, GPU-PDMM, WNTM) are highly data set
dependent. For example, WNTM achieves good perfor-
mance on Tweet, GoogleNews and StackOverflow, but per-
forms poorly on other data sets. GPU-PDMM achieves the
best performance on all data sets, except SearchSnippets.

7.2 Clustering

Another important application of short text topic modeling
is short text clustering. For each document, we choose the
maximum value from its topic distribution as the cluster
label. We report the mean value of each modeling on all
datasets in the last column. The best results for each dataset
using each metric are highlighted in bold.

Table 5 illustrates the results using cluster metrics. We
can see that all models outperform long text topic modeling
(LDA), except SATM. Here, similar to the conclusions in
classification, we can observe that the performance of
approaches is highly data set dependent. WNTM achieves
the best performance on several datasets but performs
poorly on PascalFlickr. GPU-PDMM performs very well on
all datasets except SearchSnippets.

For self-aggregation based methods, PTM performs better
than SATM. For global word-occurrences basedmethods, two
methods are very different from each other. WNTM performs
better than BTM on Tweet and StackOverflow, and BTM

achieves good performance on GoogleNews and PascalFlickr.
For DMM based methods, GSDMM without incorporating
word embeddings outperforms other methods on Biomedi-
cine and SearchSnippets.

7.3 Topic Coherence

Topic coherence is used to evaluate the quality of topic-word
distribution. Here, we only choose the top 10 words for each
topic based on the word probability. The results are shown in
Fig. 8. DMM based methods achieve the best performance on
all datasets. LF-DMM has the best performance on four data-
sets (Biomedicine, GoogleNews, SearchSnippets, and Tweet),
GPU-DMM has the best performance on StackOverflow, and
GPU-PDMM achieves the best on PascalFlickr. It means that
incorporating word embeddings into DMM can help to allevi-
ate the sparseness. Two methods based on global word co-
occurrences perform very well and achieve a similar result on
each dataset, which indicates that the adequacy of global word
co-occurrences can mitigate the sparsity of short texts. Similar
to the above results using othermetrics, self-aggregation based
methods perform very poorly.

We also present the qualitative evaluation of latent topics.
Here, we choose SearchSnippets dataset as an example, since
it only contains eight topics that are Health, Politics-Society
(politics), Engineering (engine.), Culture-Arts (culture), Sports,
Computers, Business, and Education-Science (education).
Table 6 shows the eight topics learned by the nine models.
Each topic is visualized by the top ten words. Words that are
noisy and lack of representativeness are highlighted in bold.

From Table 6, we observe that LF-DMM can achieve a
similar conclusion with topic coherence, which can learn
more coherent topics with fewer noisy and meaningless
words. GPU-DMM and GPU-PDMM can not discriminate

TABLE 5
Purity and NMI Value of All Models on Six Datasets

Model Biome dicine Google News Pascal Flickr Search Snippets Stack Overflow Tweet Mean Value

LDA Purity 0:456
 0:011 0:793
 0:005 0:376
 0:013 0:740
 0:029 0:562
 0:013 0:821
 0:006 0:625
 0:013
NMI 0:356
 0:004 0:825
 0:002 0:321
 0:006 0:517
 0:025 0:425
 0:006 0:805
 0:004 0:542
 0:008

GSDMM Purity 0:494
 0:0110:494
 0:011 0:754
 0:014 0:360
 0:012 0:801
 0:0240:801
 0:024 0:713
 0:002 0:785
 0:011 0:650
 0:013
NMI 0:396
 0:0060:396
 0:006 0:851
 0:004 0:317
 0:005 0:608
 0:0230:608
 0:023 0:593
 0:002 0:801
 0:007 0:590
 0:0010:590
 0:001

LF-DMM Purity 0:421
 0:019 0:828
 0:009 0:381
 0:009 0:762
 0:042 0:518
 0:0217 0:856
 0:009 0:630
 0:018
NMI 0:348
 0:005 0:875
 0:005 0:365
 0:007 0:579
 0:026 0:443
 0:007 0:843
 0:006 0:578
 0:009

GPU-DMM Purity 0:433
 0:008 0:818
 0:005 0:395
 0:0100:395
 0:010 0:751
 0:035 0:511
 0:013 0:830
 0:006 0:623
 0:013
NMI 0:366
 0:006 0:852
 0:002 0:370
 0:0040:370
 0:004 0:561
 0:026 0:429
 0:003 0:810
 0:006 0:565
 0:008

GPU-PDMM Purity 0:481
 0:011 0:860
 0:0020:860
 0:002 0:368
 0:008 0:537
 0:030 0:702
 0:032 0:869
 0:0050:869
 0:005 0:636
 0:015
NMI 0:381
 0:005 0:871
 0:001 0:322
 0:003 0:341
 0:014 0:607
 0:013 0:830
 0:003 0:559
 0:007

BTM Purity 0:458
 0:012 0:849
 0:005 0:392
 0:011 0:765
 0:032 0:537
 0:019 0:814
 0:008 0:636
 0:014
NMI 0:380
 0:004 0:875
 0:003 0:368
 0:006 0:566
 0:027 0:456
 0:008 0:808
 0:005 0:575
 0:009

WNTM Purity 0:472
 0:009 0:837
 0:007 0:324
 0:005 0:712
 0:016 0:750
 0:0260:750
 0:026 0:856
 0:012 0:658
 0:0130:658
 0:013
NMI 0:369
 0:004 0:876
 0:0040:876
 0:004 0:295
 0:003 0:464
 0:011 0:659
 0:0060:659
 0:006 0:850
 0:0090:850
 0:009 0:585
 0:006

SATM Purity 0:384
 0:007 0:654
 0:008 0:237
 0:059 0:459
 0:055 0:505
 0:019 0:392
 0:011 0:438
 0:027
NMI 0:27
 0:001 0:76
 0:005 0:186
 0:049 0:205
 0:036 0:366
 0:011 0:507
 0:006 0:382
 0:018

PTM Purity 0:425
 0:012 0:807
 0:010 0:359
 0:012 0:674
 0:057 0:481
 0:034 0:839
 0:007 0:597
 0:022
NMI 0:353
 0:003 0:866
 0:005 0:336
 0:010 0:457
 0:045 0:442
 0:016 0:846
 0:006 0:550
 0:014
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TABLE 6
The Top Ten Words of Each Topic by Each Model on SearchSnippets Dataset
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the topic ’Engineering’. SATM remains the worst method in
all short text topic models, which cannot discriminate three
topics ’Engineering’, ’Politics-Society’ can ’Culture. Except
LDA, PTM, WNTM, and SATM, other models can identify
at least seven topics from all eight topics.

7.4 Influence of the Number of Iterations

In this subsection, we try to investigate the influence of the
number of iterations to the performance of all models using
NMI metric. Since all models have converged when the
number of iterations reaches 2000, we vary the number of
iterations from 2 to 2024.

The results are shown in Fig. 9. We can see that models
based DMM can converge fast to the optimal solutions and
almost get stable within 30 iterations. Models based global
word co-occurrences get stable within 60 iterations. Models
based self-aggregation has the slowest convergence speed
and the lowest iterative performance.

7.5 Efficiency

In this part,we compare the efficiency of various short text topic
models. Here, we choose the largest dataset “Biomedicine”
from all datasets to do the experiments.

The average runtime of the initiation and per iteration for
each model are reported in Table 7. Among all models eval-
uated, LDA and DMM are the most efficient methods as
expected. GPU-DMM is slightly slower than DMM and
LDA, due to a similar Gibbs sampling process with
GSDMM. LF-DMM and GPU-PDMM take much more time
than GPU-DMM, because GPU-PDMM spends more time
for the computational costs involved in sampling Zd and
LF-DMM need much time for optimizing the topic vectors.

We can see that GPU-PDMM is the slowest modeling com-
pared with other models.

Global word co-occurrences based methods are much
slower than GSDMM, LDA and GPU-DMM and faster than
the rest models. This is expected since they extend the num-
ber of words by extracting word co-occurrences. For self-
aggregation based methods, the time is affected by the num-
ber of pseudo-documents. PTM is much faster than SATM
but much slower than global word co-occurrences based
methods. In addition, the models by incorporating word
embeddings (GPU-DMM, LF-DMM, and GPU-PDMM)
have the slowest time for the initiation due to the computa-
tional cost for the similarity between words.

7.6 Discussion

Based on the findings presented, we can state that strategies
that exploit word embeddings (LF-DMM, GPU-DMM, and
GPU-PDMM) are the most promising in short text topic
modeling, which means that incorporating additional infor-
mation can help to improve the performance of short text
topic modeling. Two important cautions need to be noted.
The first one is the computation cost. When computation
cost is a major consideration, LF-DMM and GPU-PDMM
are not a good choice. The second one is the strategies about
incorporating word embeddings can significantly affect the
performance of short text topic models. Global word co-
occurrence based methods (BTM and WNTM) achieve bet-
ter performance without any additional information than
the self-aggregation based methods and LDA. BTM outper-
forms WNTM using classification and topic coherence. But,
WNTM performs the best on several datasets for clustering.
Self-aggregation based methods (SATM and PTM) performs

Fig. 8. Topic coherence of all models on six datasets.
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slightly poorer than LDA on average. Moreover, SATM and
PTM are affected by the number of pseudo-documents.
Nonetheless, simpler methods (GSDMM and BTM) are the
desired choice for short text topic modeling, with respect to
both effectiveness and efficiency. For the clustering task,
GSDMM achieves the best NMI value compared with other
methods. BTM is not significantly affected by different data-
sets and tasks. Even GPU-PDMM achieves good results in
most cases, it has a poor result on SearchSnippets dataset

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The review of short text topic modeling (STTM) techniques
covered three broad categories of methods: DMM based,
global word co-occurrences based, and self-aggregation
based. We studied the structure and properties preserved by
various topicmodeling algorithms and characterized the chal-
lenges faced by short text topic modeling techniques in gen-
eral as well as each category of approaches. We presented
various applications of STTM including content characteriz-
ing and recommendation, text classification, and event track-
ing. We provided an open-source Java library, named STTM,
which is consisted of short text topic modeling approaches
surveyed and evaluation tasks including classification, clus-
tering, and topic coherence. Finally, we evaluated the sur-
veyed approaches to these evaluation tasks using six publicly
available real datasets and compared their strengths and
weaknesses.

Short text topic modeling is an emerging field in machine
learning, and there are many promising research directions:

1) Visualization: as shown in the survey, we display
topics by listing the most frequent words of each
topic (see Fig. 6). These new ways of labeling the
topics may be more reasonable by either choosing

TABLE 7
The Average Runtime of Initiation and Per Iteration of Each

Model on Biomedicine (in Milliseconds)

Model Initiation time Per iteration time

LDA 77 41.50
GSDMM 46 48.15
LF-DMM 3329 2243.03
GPU-DMM 13610 53.83
GPU-PDMM 13037 9685.44
BTM 320 160.43
WNTM 192 220.12
SATM 41 2015.03
PTM 126 818.32

Fig. 9. NMI values with different number of iterations on every corpora.
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different words or displaying the chosen words dif-
ferently [66], [67]. How to display a document using
topic models is also a difficult problem? For each
document, topic modeling provides useful informa-
tion about the structure of the document. Binding
with topic labels, this structure can help to identify
the most interesting parts of the document.

2) Evaluation: Useful evaluation metrics for topic
modeling algorithms have never been solved [10].
Topic coherence cannot distinguish the differences
between topics. Besides, existing metrics only evalu-
ate one part of topic modeling algorithms. One open
direction for topic modeling is to develop new evalu-
ationmetrics that match how themethods are used.

3) Model checking: From the experimental results on this
paper, each method has different performance on dif-
ferent datasets. When dealing with a new corpus or a
new task, we cannot decide which topic modeling
algorithms should I use. How can I decide which of
the many modeling assumptions are suitable for my
goals? The question of determining the interpretability
of the models which Blei [10] labels as the model
checking problem is among the most significant open
issues facing topic modelers. One way of addressing
the model checking problem is through interactive
visualization supporting rapid experimentation for
interpretive hypotheses [68]. New computational
answers to these questions would be a significant con-
tribution to topicmodeling.

4) Deep learning: Deep learning (DL) techniques are
capable of automatically learning low dimensional
representations of things. Some researchers tried to
model documents with layer-wise deep learning
tools, including auto-encoders [69], restricted Boltz-
mann machine [70], document neural autoregressive
distribution estimators [71] and deep Boltzmann
machine [72]. Like topic models, the hidden layers in
the deep networks provide the low-dimensional
representation of documents. The main problem of
deep learning is that it is hard to give each dimension
of the generated distributed representations a reason-
able interpretation. In recent years, some researchers
combine the advantages of both topic models and
neural networks. For example, deep learning techni-
ques are used to conduct inference under the frame-
work of a topic model [73]. The prior knowledge
learned from the recurrent neural network is brought
into biterms of BTM [74]. Joint deep learning with
short text topic modeling serves as fruitful alterna-
tives to explore in future research that would benefit
from these types of advances that capture and exploit
deep domain knowledge.
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